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1. Museums can apply for government funding. 
2. Certain conditions apply.

A TRAVELLING EXHIBITION DEVELOPED
BY THE CANADIAN MUSEUM OF HISTORY

The sweat-soaked smell of the locker room. The fl ick of the 
wrist shot. The screams of enthusiastic fans. For millions 
of Canadians, winter is synonymous with hockey — a sport 
integral to Canadian society. Hockey brings us together. 
It thrills us. It is part of our identity, our shared history. 
It is a passion handed down from generation to generation, 
a recreational activity and a commercial enterprise. 

This one-of-a-kind travelling exhibition off ers visitors an 
exciting interactive experience showcasing high points in 
the sport from both yesterday and today. This engaging 
exhibition explores the importance and infl uence of hockey 
over the past 100 years and brings the history of the 
sport to life through profi les of participants at both the 
professional and amateur levels.

It is presented in a 
series of graphic panels 
using photographs and 
reproductions of key artifacts, 
memorabilia and works of 
art. Also included are audio 
archives and an audio-visual 
interactive where visitors 
can record their own running 
commentary of a portion of 
a hockey match.
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THEMES 
•  More Than Just a Game
•  The Fans
•  Hockey Legends
•  The Business of Hockey
•  Sportscasters: The Voice of Hockey  
•  Hockey and Pop Culture
• Hockey and Canadian Society

CONTENT
•  Graphic panels are printed on fabric and mounted 

on a free-standing modular display system.
•  Listening station featuring archival radio excerpts 

(1 touchpad, 1 media player and 2 pairs of headphones).
•  Interactive recording station (1 touchscreen and 

computer, 1 headset with microphone).
The exhibition does not include artifacts, although host 
museums are encouraged to add objects from their own 
collections to give the presentation a local fl avour.

REQUIRED EXHIBITION SPACE
70–120 m2 (750–1,300 ft 2)

AVAILABILITY
From September 2017 (minimum 12-week rental)

LOAN FEE
Starting at $5,0001 transportation included.2

The borrower is fully responsible for installing and 
dismantling the exhibition. The Canadian Museum of 
History does not send a preparator.

ACCOMPANYING MATERIAL
•  Souvenir catalogues are available in English and French.
•  Exhibition manual, including installation instructions.
•  Suggestions of activities and interpretive material.
•  Promotional materials.

CONSERVATION AND SECURITY
•  Must be displayed indoors.
•  24-hour electronic or human surveillance.
•  Human surveillance during the unloading and loading of crates.
•  Human surveillance during the installation 

and dismantling of the exhibition.

CONTACT
Travelling Exhibitions
Canadian Museum of History

819-776-7081  |  1-800-555-5621
travelling@historymuseum.ca

historymuseum.ca/travelling
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